View the world from
A different Perspective
With motorized shades

Colourvue Control

THE PERFECT
COMBINATION OF
LIGHT AND SHADE
Colourvue Control motorized roller shades uniquely combine both fashion
and functionality for the modern day home, giving you simple control of
your privacy, sunlight, and heat with a touch of a button.
Colourvue Control gives you the versatility to invite as much or as little of
the outside world in as you choose, from showcasing your landscape
vistas, to embracing a little more privacy in your intimate living spaces.
Whether you prefer to make a bold design statement, or subtly harmonize
interiors with your existing decor, our stylish range of fabrics complement
both traditional and contemporary homes but offer an innovative window
covering solution to meet your everyday needs.
Our beautiful fabrics are engineered to allow you to effortlessly manage
light and shade with a range that includes styles that screen the sun's
glare or allow varying degrees of light filter. Choose total blackout or
embrace the beauty of a sun-dappled living space. UV treated, and fade
resistant, our technologically advance fabrics promote energy efficiency,
giving you better control of your energy costs.
Custom made in the USA, Colourvue Control shades are made to order
and built to last. Using the very best components and textiles, you can be
assured your shades will provide a superior window covering solution for
years to come.

COlor Your world
from the inside out
With a touch of a button on your hand remote your shades can rise with the sun. Or as you drive
home in the evening they can lower on command with your smart phone app. Energy efficiencies
are in your control, by scheduling the position of your shades throughout the day, keeping your
space cool in the summer and warm in the winter.
With so much control and ease, automated motorized shade systems are the right choice for our
modern day homes.

The colourvue Control difference
STATE OF THE ART
Forward-looking and innovative, Colourvue Control roller shades are fitted with a
state-of-the-art Rollease Acemeda Automate tm motorized shade system which
integrates with the best home automation systems, like Amazon Alexa, Crestron, and
Control 4.
DURABLE
Colourvue Control are engineered to last, manufactured with long-lasting components
and high quality fabrics, meaning they’ll retain their functionality and vibrancy for many
years to come.
ENERGY EFFICIENT
Our technologically advanced fabrics are UV treated and fade resistant and manufactured to withstand the varying climates of the US, giving you better control of your energy
costs.
GUARANTEED
Colourvue Control is guaranteed with a LImited LIfetime Componenetry Warranty, a 5
Years Manufacturer Warranty, 5 Years Fabric Warranty.

